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Towards phase transferable potential functions: Methodology
and application to nitrogen

Peter C. Jordan,a) Paul J. van Maaren, Janez Mavri,b) David van der Spoel,
and Herman J. C. Berendsen
Bioson Research Institute, Department of Biophysical Chemistry, University of Groningen, The Netherla

~Received 28 November 1994; accepted 2 May 1995!

We describe a generalizable approach to the development of phase transferable effe
intermolecular potentials and apply the method to the study of N2 . The method is based on a
polarizable shell model description of the isolated molecule and uses experimental data to esta
the parameters. Consideration of the Ne dimer shows this to be a conceptual advance over
polarizability descriptions of atomic interaction. Our parametrization of N2 accurately describes not
only the molecule’s electrostatic field~i.e., a practical representation of the molecular charg
distribution! but also its response to electrical and mechanical stress~polarization and deformation!.
The purely intermolecular terms in our potential reflect shell-shell interactions. These
parametrized by fitting properties of the low temperature solid phase of nitrogen. We derive a p
transferable potential able to account for the second virial coefficient of the gas phase, the pre
induced phase transition between nitrogen’s cubic and tetragonal phases, and a wide range of
properties~pair distribution function, heat of vaporization, self-diffusion coefficient and dielectr
constant!. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of phase transferable intermolec
potentials is of great interest to computational chemists
physicists.1 The goal is simple, computationally tractab
classical functions that reliably approximate an inhere
quantum problem. Effective potentials are inherently flaw
and rely to some degree~possibly a large one! on error com-
pensation in their application. The most familiar examp
are those in common~and effective! use to describe the prop
erties of liquid water and aqueous solutions. They treat
water molecule as a collection of fixed charges with elec
moments very different from those of the isolated molec
e.g. the dipole moment typically corresponds to the ave
dipole moment of bulk water.2,3 They are parametrized t
mimic behavior in liquid water and must be used with
creasing caution when applied to physical systems where
portant aspects of water’s environment differ significan
from water in bulk. Two such applications are the simulat
of the water-lipid interface and of water in transmembra
ion channels. As long as a potential is applied to proble
where important interactions are not substantially differ
from those that most greatly influence the molecular pro
ties used in determining the parameters of the potential f
tion, the errors in the intermolecular potential may well co
pensate and the simulations be in reasonable accord
experiment. The problem is that an intermolecular poten
is not the sum of immutable pair~or higher! interactions; the
potential energy functions themselves change depending
molecule’s surroundings. The most important of these in
actions is the three-body potential, which is dominated
polarization.

a!Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, Brandeis Unive
Waltham, MA 02254.

b!Also at National Institute of Chemistry, P. O. B. 30, 61115 Ljublja
Slovenia.
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We present a general approach designed to circumve
the difficulties just outlined. We first consider the electro
static contributions and develop a quasiclassical approa
that accurately describes the molecule’s electrical potent
and its response to electrical stress~polarization!. This po-
tential is designed to be reliable at distances well within th
molecule’s repulsive core; the actual value depends on t
type of application envisaged. With the electrical problem
solved, we seek simple functions to account for non-classic
contributions due to dispersion and core repulsion betwe
molecules. By carefully constructing the ‘‘classical’’~cou-
lombic and polarization! part of the potential, terms account-
ing for intermolecular quantum phenomena are not biased
inaccuracies in the electrical description of the molecule.Ab
initio quantum calculations guide us in the choice of th
properties to be used in constructing the molecular mode
The molecular charge distribution is treated in terms of th
shell model, with mobile charges bound to their respectiv
nuclei by polarization springs. The model is parametrize
from experimental data; it is not limited by the reliability of
the ab initio quantum calculations. This approach, in which
the shells~a simplified portrayal of the charge distribution!
are closely coupled to the nuclei, could possibly yield poten
tial functions in which many of the shorter range, coopera
tive, structural interactions~e.g. coupling between dihedral
changes and bond bending! within a large molecule~e.g. a
hydrocarbon or a protein! would be accounted for by the
interaction between the shells. In this way we may find
relatively simple force field, rather than accounting for eac
modulating influence separately.4

We expect that if a potential adequately represents ph
nomena over a wide PVT domain it can be used with confi
dence in domains of phase space very different from those
which it has been tested. The method we present is design
to be both chemically intuitive and interpretable in terms o
‘‘atomic’’ and ‘‘bond’’ contributions. As will become evident,

sity,
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2273Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
the treatment naturally requires considering deformabi
and the response to mechanical stress.

There is an extensive literature treating polarizable a
deformable potentials, ones designed to reproduce the re
of ab initio quantum calculations and direct quantum sim
lation of many particle systems. Limiting illustration to re
cent studies of water, approaches run the gamut from de
oping potential functions that attempt to accommod
dissociation phenomena,5 that parametrize anab initiowater-
water potential energy computation,6 that parametrize to ac
commodate an extensive array of thermodynamic and s
troscopic data7 and finally that present a Car-Parrinello8

study of a box of 32 water molecules.9

We use the shell model10 which is electrostatically
equivalent to treating polarizability as a point si
property.11–13 However, it is a more flexible method. Th
shells, approximating mobile valence electron distributio
need not be point charges. Complex charge distributions
molecular deformability are naturally incorporated; introdu
ing a single polarizability alters the molecular charge dis
bution, not just one electrical moment. The shell model le
itself readily to accounting for dissociation and for bo
hyper- and higher polarizabilities.14 It can provide a basis fo
simpler, computationally less demanding approximations

We first consider rare gas dimers and show that, w
extended to account for non-classical interactions, a s
model treatment is conceptually superior to a point pola
ability one. We then extend the analysis to homonuclear
atomic molecules, consider N2 , and develop a shell mode
that accurately describes the molecule’s electrical prope
to within 0.3 nm of either atomic center. With this molecul
model, we fit the strictly intermolecular contributions to th
potential to properties of the low temperature solid, the cu
a-phase. We compute the second virial coefficient, and
the potential is phase transferable. We apply the model to
g-phase of the solid and the liquid. Our potential accou
for thea to g phase transition for a wide range of properti
of the liquid. Finally we compare our results with those d
terminedab initio and discuss possible future applications

II. THE SHELL MODEL FOR INERT GASES

Shell model potentials are more computer intensive t
those using point polarizabilities. To demonstrate that th
can better approximate reality consider an elementary ap
cation, interacting inert gas atoms. Each nucleus has a ch
1q. It is surrounded by a spherical shell of compensat
charge displaced byr , bound by a Hooke’s law spring o
force constant 1/a, (a is the atomic polarizability10!. The
polarization potential energy,Upol , is

Upol5~qr !2/2a5m2/2a. ~1!

This description of the isolated atom is equivalent to a po
polarizability treatment.11–13

In addition to Eq.~1!, there is a coulombic termUcoul.
Charges coupled by means of ‘‘polarization springs’’ do n
interact electrostatically. In the low energy configuration t
system is collinear so that, at an internuclear separationR,
the coulomb energy is
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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Ucoul5q2@R212~R1r 1!
212~R2r 2!

211~R1r 12r 2!
21#.

~2!

Because shells are mobile, there are dispersion forces
tween the atoms; the dimer develops an instantaneous q
rupole moment for non-zero shell displacements.12 However,
considering only coulombic and polarization energy provid
a classical description of the interaction between inert g
atoms. The stable solution at anyR is r 15r 250. In the
classical shell model at 0 K dispersion forces vanish and th
equilibrium dimer has no quadrupole moment.12

What is missing? Fundamental intrinsic quantum m
chanical features of interatomic interaction have been
glected. The shells are not simply point charges connecte
the nuclei by springs. They represent approximate desc
tions of the mobile parts of the electron clouds surroundi
the nuclei. The coulomb potential, Eq.~2!, neglects ex-
change, dispersion, the repulsive core and shielding. H
can these limitations be circumvented? One possibility is
develop a quantum analog of the shell model.15 For simplic-
ity, and to parametrize our models from experimental da
we choose a different approach, and introduce an ansat
account for neglected effects. Our rationale is twofold: w
wish to exploit well established conventional molecul
modeling software; molecular properties are still genera
more reliably determined from experiment than fromab ini-
tio quantum calculations.

For the inert gas dimer, shielding can be ignored unle
R is very small. If the shell distribution is 2p-like Slater’s
rules16 indicate that at Ne-Ne separations. 0.25 nm, shield-
ing is totally negligible. To correct for ‘‘missing terms’’ and
treat shell charge interaction, we augment the Hamilton
by introducing a non-classical term,Unc, describing core
repulsion and London dispersion energy. Only one feature
Unc is material in treating inert gas dimers: its leading term
large interparticle separations is proportional toR26. The
dimer’s total potential energy is

Ushell5Upol1Ucoul1Unc. ~3!

The energy is determined by minimizingUshell with respect
to the shell variablesr 1 and r 2; electronic motion is treated
in an adiabatic approximation. As quantum mechanical int
actions describe electronic phenomena, we chooseUnc to be
a function of the intershell distance R1r 12r 2 . Because
there is no external electric field, all charges lie on a line a
r 152r 25jR. Sincej is small the result is

j5
g

112g

R

q2
dUnc

d ln R
~4!

whereg5a/R3. The dimer’sground statequadrupole mo-
ment,M4 , is

M45qR2j~11j!→
Ra

q

dUnc

dR
~5!

and its energy isUnc; the correction introduced by the ‘‘clas
sical’’ terms, Upol1Ucoul, is ;(jR)2 and negligible,
O(R214). We expect that non-classical effects reflect she
shell interactions and depend on the intershell distan
Functional dependence on internuclear distance can be ri
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2274 Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
ously excluded since thenj50, i.e.,M450. Dependence on
shell-other nucleus separation leads to results identica
those based on our original assumption, but it does not s
as ‘‘natural’’ to us.

In contrast to a point polarizability treatment, the sh
model,augmented to account for core repulsion and Lond
dispersion forces, allows rare gas dimers to develop a qua
rupole moment. It predicts a precise relationship between
binding energy of the dimer,Unc and the quadrupole momen
M4 . M4 should be proportional to the~negative! force be-
tween the atoms; as suchM4 is positive for largeR, negative
whenR is small and zero at the minimum in the bindin
energy. This is certainly qualitatively reasonable. At lar
internuclear separations the electrons of each inert gas a
are attracted by the other nucleus, increasing the interato
negative charge density. As the atoms approach one ano
closely, electron repulsion must dominate and charge is
pelled from the interatomic domain.

Quantitative corroboration relies on computing the bin
ing energy of rare gas dimers. This requires calculations
yond the Hartree-Fock~HF! level of theory~for applications
to binding in Ne2 , see Refs. 17, 18! and making counter-
poise corrections for basis set superposition error~BSSE!.19

Only correlated wave functions, corrected for BSSE, yi
realistic binding energy curves. There is no rigorous the
for making analogous corrections to the quadrupole mom
However, very high quality quantum mechanical compu
tions, with correlated wave functions employing very lar
one electron basis sets, become ever less dependent o
counterpoise correction as the basis set is improved.18 These
wave functions yield estimates of the quadrupole mome
Our qualitative picture is corroborated. The data20 are pre-
sented in Figure 1 and yield a shell charge of 0.6eo ; M4

behaves as expected. Small differences between the
model and quantum theory are not surprising. There is
noticeable BSSE, even using an aug-cc-pVQZ basis s18

Thus there remain uncertainties in the binding energy as
as the wave function;RdUnc/dR is sensitive to the forme
andM4 to the latter.

The computed shell charge of 0.6eo seems small, at leas

FIG. 1. Test of the shell model expression@Eq. ~5!# relating the quadrupole
moment of the Ne2 dimer to the interatomic force. The data are those
termined from Woon’s~Refs. 18, 20! calculations based on an aug-cc-pVQ
basis set. The best fit is for a Ne shell charge of 0.6eo .
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subject
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if identified with neon’s effective charge,;5.85eo from Slat-
er’s rules.16 To determine if 0.6eo is reasonable, we calcu-
lated the polarization energy of an atom interacting with
test chargeQ. As long as the test charge does not approa
the nucleus too closely, we find

W52@Q2a/2R4#@112Qa/qR31•••#; ~6!

there is an additional,R27, term in the energy. This predic-
tion, using the shell charge of 0.6eo , was quantitatively com-
pared with the polarization energy of Ne computed at th
MP4 level usingGAUSSIAN 9021 with a 6-31g~2df! basis set.
For Q<eo , the differences between the two computation
were,0.4 kJ/mol at all ion-atom separations>0.2 nm. Even
with Q as large as 1.5eo , where hyper- and higher polariz-
ability may contribute, the differences were still, 0.4 kJ/
mol for separations>0.25 nm.

III. SHELL MODEL DESCRIPTIONS OF DIATOMIC
MOLECULES

The modified shell model is an improvement over
point polarizability treatment of inert gas atoms. To see
molecules can be described similarly, we consider hom
nuclear diatomics. In the simplest shell model the nuclei a
separated by a fixed distanceR. Each carries an effective
charge1q and has associated with it a compensating d
placed shell of negative charge. In addition to the diatom
analogs of Eqs.~1! to ~3!, we include an electric field depen-
dent term,Ufield ,

Ufield5q~r12r2!•E; ~7!

here ther i are the displacements of the shells from the
respective nuclei. This model can account for a diatomic
basic electrical properties: the quadrupole momentM4 and
the two polarizabilities,a i anda' . But it has an unattractive
consequence. To describe molecules like H2 and F2 with
positive quadrupole moments, requires a negative nucl
chargeq. The mobile shells must then be positively charge
holes, contradicting out basic assumption, that the shells c
respond to electronic charge density.

We were thus led to the model illustrated in Figure 2.

-

FIG. 2. Shell model for diatomic molecules. Atomic shells of chargeqa are
bound to fixed nuclei of compensating charge by a polarization spring
strength 1/aa . The mobile nuclei are connected by polarization springs
strengthab to a bond shell of charge -qb . The compensating nuclear charge
is 1qa1qb/2. All charges not directly linked by polarization springs inter
act electrostatically. The shells arenot point charges; thus there may be
shielding of the coulombic interactions~see the text!; the shell radii corre-
spond to the decay length of the charge density, using Slater’s rules a
guide. In addition ‘‘non-classical’’ interactions between the shells are intr
duced to account for quantum phenomena~see the text!.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded¬
TABLE I. Data sets and corresponding shell model parameters forab initio ~AI ! and Experimental~Exp! N2.

Data sets
Type a i/Å

3 a'/Å
3 M 4/~esu Å2) M16/~esu Å4) Ro/Å kv ib/~N m21)

AIa 1.94 1.08 21.35 22.82 1.071 3097.0
Expt.b 2.204 1.508 21.40 23.5 1.097 2293.0

Shell model parameters
Type aa/Å

3 ab/Å
3 qa /eo qb /eo zeq/Å w1/Å

22 w2/Å
23

AIa 0.40367 0.42704 22.15049 22.40855 0.18056 1.09707 24.96328
Expt.b 0.46518 0.71805 21.31440 22.49737 0.28669 0.76183 23.03372

aAb initio, MP2/6-31g~2df!, calculations of properties.
bExperimentally determined properties, see Refs. 14, 22, 23.
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has three shell charges, one associated with each atom a
third corresponding to the charge distribution in the intern
clear space. The picture is intuitive: atomic shells are as
ciated with each atom and a bond shell associated with
bond. The model has four electrical parameters, shell cha
2qa and2qb and polarizabilitiesaa andab ; the subscripts
‘‘ a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ refer to the atomic and bond charge shel
respectively.r1 and r2 are the displacements of the atom
shells from their respective nuclei,r0 is the displacement of
the bond shell from the midpoint of the bond, which is ze
for homonuclear diatomic molecules in the absence of
electric field, andS is one-half the bond lengthR. If the
equilibrium displacement of the atomic shell isz, the mol-
ecule’s quadrupole moment is

M45qbS
222qaz~R1z!, ~8!

which can be either positive or negative while maintainin
negatively charged shells. There are four terms in the pot
tial,

Ushell5Upol1Ucoul1Unc1Ufield . ~9!

Each nucleus has a charge ofqnucl5(qa1qb/2). The indi-
vidual terms are

Upol5qa
2@r1

21r2
2#/2aa1qb

2@~S1r0!
21~S2r0!

2#/2ab

5qa
2@r1

21r2
2#/2aa1qb

2@S21r0
2#/ab ~10!

Ucoul5qnucl
2 /R2qaqnucl@ uR2r1u211uR1r2u21#1qa

2uR2r1

1r2u211qaqb@ uS1r02r1u211uS2r01r2u21# ~11!

Unc5qaqnucl@~12 f shld~ uR2r1u!!/uR2r1u1~12 f shld~ uR

1r2u!!/uR1r2u#1qaqb@wa2b~ uS2r01r2u!

1wa2b~ uS1r12r0u!#1qa
2va2a~ uR2r11r2u! ~12!

Ufield5E•@qa~r12r2!1qbr0#. ~13!

Unc depends on three unknown functions,f shld,wa2b and
va2a . The first of these describes the shielding of the sh
charge distribution associated with one atom by the ot
nucleus; it approaches 1 at large separations. The second
third terms describe non-classical interactions between
atom and bond shell charge distributions and the atom s
charge distributions respectively. In practice Eq.~12! can be
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10321¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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greatly simplified; at least for N2 , molecular properties can
be accurately described iff shld[1 andva2a[0.

The model defined by Eq.~9! with Eqs. ~10!–~13! is
complicated but attractive. It incorporates structural chan
~bond stretching! as well as polarization. In addition to fitting
M4 ,a i anda' , it can also account for the equilibrium bon
lengthRo and the force constant,kvib . As it has more than
five parameters, simplification ofUnc is needed. Focussing
on N2, we assume that: i! the shell-other nucleus distance
large enough for shielding to be neglected, i.e.f shld[1; ii!
the separation of the atomic shells is large enough that
can ignore their non-classical interaction, i.e.va2a[0. All
‘‘non-classical’’ interactions are incorporated in the functio
wa2b . It is not possible to completely determine its fun
tional behavior; we only requirew’s first few derivatives.
The shell energy is minimized with respect to the zero fi
shell displacement,z. To determine the first two derivative
of wa2b ,w1 andw2 , introduces six parameters as well
zeq, the equilibrium value ofz in the isolated shell molecule
The parameter set remains underdetermined. Another
straint is needed. The final condition is that the shell mo
molecule reproduce the electrostatic potentialc(rnit! sur-
rounding the N2 molecule at physically relevant separatio
rnit from the molecular center. To treat the behavior of m
ecules in condensed or vapor phases, requires an acc
electrostatic potential at all values ofrnit exceptthose where
intermolecular core repulsions are large.

The set of equations needed to establishz and the basic
molecular data seta i ,a' ,M4 ,Ro andkvib is summarized in
Appendix A. Unlike the five molecular quantities,14,22 of
which even the electrical variables are known with consid
able accuracy,c(rnit! cannot be accurately measured. T
equations determine sets of model parametersqa ,qb ,aa ,
ab ,w1 andw2 consistent with the basic molecular data set
one member is given, the others are fixed. The problem i
choose among these sets. For N2 the range of possibilities is
extensive;qb ranges between20.8eo and24.0eo , hardly
limiting. However, the hexadecapole momentM16 is
known,23,24 although not with the certainty of the basic m
lecular data set. It provides a sixth molecular property a
permits us to discriminate.

To test this approach, we carried out anab initio study of
N2 , using GAUSSIAN-9021 at the MP2/6-31g~2df! level of
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2276 Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
theory. This yields a complete six member quantum m
chanical data set from which to determine shell paramet
The quantum data set and the shell model parameters
listed in Table I. Figure 3 demonstrates that the shell mo
accounts for quantum mechanical N2’s electrical potential
c exceptionally well. Regardless of the angle of approa
the difference between the shell modeleoc and the exact
result is less than 0.1 kJ/mol to within 0.28 nm of the mi
point of the bond. Since most intermolecular potentials in
cate that the radius of nitrogen’s repulsive core~a practical
measure is pair interaction energies.4000 K! is
;0.2820.3 nm,25–28 the shell model accurately describe
the electrical potential at distances substantially less th
those sampled thermally. As important as the static poten
is the polarization potential due to interaction with a te
charge,qtest. HF/6-31g~2df! calculations for N2 were carried
out within theGAUSSIAN-90 framework for a test charge ap
proaching the molecule either along the axis or along

FIG. 3. Difference between molecular electrostatic potentialeoc as com-
puted from a N2 Hartree-Fock wave function and from the correspondin
shell model potential constructed to fit a restricted set of properties of
quantum mechanical N2 ~see the text!. Three orientations are illustrated
along the molecular axis~0°!, perpendicular to the bisector of the bond~90°!
and along the diagonal at 45°.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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bond bisector~perpendicular!; illustrative data are presented
in Table II. For uqtestu ,0.1eo , there is no difference be-
tween quantum mechanical and shell model polarization p
tentials for all test charge-molecular origin separations>0.3
nm. As the magnitude of the test charge is increased, t
harmonic spring model for polarization becomes inadequa
both hyperpolarization and the higher polarizabilities14 may
be significant. However, even foruqtestu 50.5eo , the maxi-
mum error within the 0.3 nm envelope is 0.75 kJ/mol. Th
perturbation introduced by a fulleo is too large for our model
to be quantitatively reliable. However, important qualitative
features of the quantum mechanical result are reproduced
the shell model even whenuqtestu 5eo . For a positive charge
approaching perpendicular to the bond both potentia
change sign at;0.4 nm; the maximum in both occurs at
separations. 0.5 nm. Similarly, for a negative charge ap-
proaching axially, both potentials change sign at;0.36 nm
and exhibit maxima near;0.5 nm. The largest errors are for
positive charges approaching axially. For two interacting n
trogen molecules, these are configurations in which interm
lecular repulsion is significant at distances as large as 0.3
0.4 nm;27,28 thus adverse consequences forintermolecular
modeling are reduced. Ourintramolecular modeling proce-
dure accomplishes a major goal:accurately describing a
molecule’s electrical potential and its response to electrica
stress even quite close to the molecular center.

Table I also lists the experimental data set and the co
responding shell model parameters for N2 . Our choices for
a i ,a' andM4 correspond to the best recent determination
the uncertainty in these numbers is;5%.14 M16 is a matter
of controversy; literature values differ by;25%.23,24 Mea-
surements are based on analysis of collision induced infrar
absorption and depend on assumptions about the N2-N2 po-
tential function. Quantum calculations29–32 tend to favor the
lower value ofM16.

24 We chose the higher value23 because
that work proved better able to correlate the temperature d
pendent absorption. The shell model electrical potential
fairly sensitive to the value ofM16; changing it by 25%
begins to affecteoc noticeably at distances< 0.3 nm from

g
is
the
TABLE II. Tests of shell model polarization potential.

qtest/e0

Axial approach Perpendicular approach

d0.1
a d0.5

a eoDc0.3 nm
b eoc0.3 nm

c d0.1
a d0.5

a eoDc0.3 nm
b eoc0.3 nm

c

10.1 ,0.30 20.03 22.03 ,0.30 10.01 10.53
10.5 0.41 0.32 20.75 214.69 0.36 ,0.30 10.28 10.74
11.0 0.50 0.41 25.31 241.27 0.43 0.34 11.10 23.11

20.1 ,0.30 20.01 11.58 ,0.30 10.01 20.69
20.5 0.37 ,0.30 20.28 13.54 0.35 ,0.30 10.29 25.27
21.0 0.46 0.34 20.82 23.43 0.45 0.35 11.20 214.99

ad0.1 andd0.5 are the distances~in nm! between the test charge and the molecular origin at which the error in
shell model polarization potential is equal to 0.1 and 0.5 kJ/mol respectively.
bDc0.3 nm is the difference between the shell model and anab initoHF/6-31g~2df! calculation of the interaction
energy between an N2 molecule and a point charge,qteste0. This interaction energy~polarization potential! thus
corresponds to the electrostatic and polarization energies in the context of the Kitaura-Morokuma~Ref. 65!
energy decomposition analysis. The data describe a test charge 0.3 nm from the molecular origin;e0c is in
kJ/mol.
cc0.3 nm is theab initio HF/6-31g~2df! polarization potential~see footnote b! for a test charge 0.3 nm from the
molecular origin;e0c is in kJ/mol.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2277Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
the molecular origin. The energy differences are greater t
0.5 kJ/mol.

The model parameters are reasonable. The nuc
charge is;12.6eo ; shells behave as if there has been s
nificant screening of the nuclear charges. Slater’s rules16 sug-
gest a comparable value, an effective charge of;3.9eo . The
quantity (aa1ab), the polarizability of each atomic cente
is ;1.18 Å3; the polarizability of atomic nitrogen is compa
rable,;1.1 Å3.33,34 The parametersw1 andw2 are the first
and second derivatives of the interaction potential,wa2b ,
describing the non-coulombic coupling between the atom
and bond shells. They have a physically intuitive interpre
tion: i! w1 is positive—polarizability springs do not accoun
for all binding interactions in the nitrogen molecule; ii! w2 is
negative—binding due to interaction of the ‘‘bond’’ an
‘‘atomic’’ shells becomes weaker as their separation
creases.

Finally, consider the assumptions,f shld[1 and
va2a[0. For our model, the shell-other nucleus distance
; 0.13 nm; assuming the atomic shell electrons are ‘‘2p’’
nature and can be described by Slater type 2p-orbitals with
an effective charge given by Slater’s rules,f shld50.995; the
neglect of shielding is essentially exact. The distance
tween the atomic shells is; 0.16 nm while that between
atomic and bond shells is only; 0.08 nm; thus quantum
effects due to atom shell interactions are much smaller th
those due to the atom-bond shell coupling. A rough quan
tative measure is given by noting that the coulomb and
change interactions are related to the square of the over
for Slater type 2p-orbitals at; 0.16 nm separation the over
lap is;30% that at a separation of; 0.08 nm, correspond-
ing to a factor of.10 in the interaction energies.

Viewed from the perspective of the atomic sites our p
tential functions, based on interactions between shells,
fundamentally anisotropic. Thus they account for orien
tionally dependent interactions in ways that isotropic ato
site-atom site terms cannot. They may thus be as effectiv
anisotropic atom-atom potentials,35 but be much simpler to
work with.

IV. SHELL MODEL POTENTIAL, INTERMOLECULAR
CONTRIBUTIONS—THE CUBIC a-PHASE

Our model of molecular nitrogen accurately describ
both the electrostatic potential and, if the test charge is
too strong, the polarization potential. Using it to model
charged complex, e.g. Na1 solvated by N2, would be ques-
tionable. However, for interacting N2 molecules, where the
leading term involves the quadrupolar coupling, the mod
should be adequate. We assume that the remaining inter
lecular interactions, representing core and dispersive con
butions to the potential function, are pair-wise additive. T
molecular model has five force centers, of three differe
types: the two atomic shells, the two nuclei and the bo
shell. The six types of interaction that could complete t
intermolecular potential are summarized in Table III. We e
pect the most important contributors are the various sh
shell terms. However, we test the consequences of all
possibilities. For simplicity we assume that these terms
pend only on thedistance, R, between the interaction site
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subject
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on different molecules. For computational reasons we lim
consideration to the three parameter, Buckingham like exp-
WBUCK , potential

WBUCK5
e

~126/a!
@~6/a!exp$a~12R/s!%2~s/R!6#.

~14!

The ‘‘non-classical’’ terms in the intermolecular poten-
tial may depend on up to eighteen parameters if interactio
involved all six possible site types. We consider each typ
separately and determine the corresponding parameter s
These parameters are determined from properties of nitr
gen’s low temperature, low pressure cubica-phase: its struc-
ture and density, its heat of sublimation at 0 K, and its com
pressibility. As only energy minimizations are required, w
can rapidly scan large regions of parameter space and tes
wide range of possibilities.

The crystal structure is either exactly ordered cubi
~space groupPa3!,36 or very slightly distorted~space group
P213!.37 Because any distortion is small we treat this phas
as ordered cubic with four molecules per unit cell and eac
of the four molecular sublattices oriented along one of th
four distinct threefold symmetry axes. The shell model mo
ecule remains a linear quadrupole. The lattice parameter,a,
is 0.5649 nm.36,38The compressibility, extrapolated to 0 K, is
47.631026 atm21.39 The experimental heat of sublimation
at 0 K, DHsub

o , is 6.91 kJ/mol, derived from the heat of
vaporization and the heat capacities and heats of transition
nitrogen liquid and its various solid phases.40,41 Since our
intermolecular potential is an adiabatic approximation no
accounting for zero point fluctuations, the enthalpy must b
corrected for the zero point energy of the lattice at the cent
of the Brillouin zone and any shift in the molecular stretch
ing frequency due to condensation. Excluding long wav
length compression modes, there are 21 translational and
brational modes of which 17 are collective;40,42the other four
correspond to stretching of N2 . Their influence is significant,
1.34 kJ/mol;43 the corrected heat of sublimation isDHsub

58.25 kJ/mol. The shell model permits us to directly accoun
for the shift in the stretching frequency due to condensatio
and compare our model results with the experimental valu
a redshift of 28 cm21 ~Ref. 44! from the gas phaseve .

In order to compute enthalpy, unit cell volume and com
pressibility, we compute the energy per particle,W, by plac-
ing one molecule at the origin.

W5dUshell~r ,S!1(
N

(
B

V0,B~r ,S,R0,B!, ~15!

TABLE III. Interaction types for short-range intermolecular shell terms.

Type Interaction sites

I bond shell1 , bond shell2
II bond shell1 , atomic shells2 & bond shell2 , atomic shells1
III atomic shells1 , atomic shells2
IV nuclei1 , bond shell2 & nuclei2 , bond shell1
V nuclei1 , atomic shells2 & nuclei2 , atomic shells1
VI nuclei1 , nuclei2
, No. 6, 8 August 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2278 Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
wherer is the atomic shell displacement,S one half the bond
length, N is the Nth coordination shell andR0,B the vector
separation of molecule ‘‘B’’ in the Nth shell from the mo
ecule at the origin. Because of interaction with other m
ecules in the lattice, bothr andS are shifted from those in
the isolated molecule. The coordinate shells, located on c
centric spheres, are defined by the indices (i , j ,k), which for
a cubic lattice are: (2l ,2m,2n), (2l11,2m11,2n), (2l
11,2m,2n11) and (2l ,2m11,2n11) so thatN5( i 21 j 2

1k2)/2. dUshell is the shell excitation energy relative to th
isolated shell molecule andV0,B is the total interaction en
ergy between the molecule at the origin and that at siteB,
including the contribution due to the electrostatic interact
between the shell molecules and the ‘‘non-classical’’ term
The shell excitation energy requires evaluatingwa2b ; how-
ever we have only determined its first two derivatives. W
approximate it by a Taylor series expansion aboutdo ~the
equilibrium atom shell-bond shell separation in the isola
molecule! and keep the first three terms,

wa2b~r !5w01w1~r2d0!1w2~r2d0!
2/2,

d05R0/21zeq, ~16!

wherezeq is the equilibrium atomic shell displacement in a
isolated nitrogen molecule~see Table I!; as only energy dif-
ferences with respect to the isolated molecule matter, all
sults are independent ofw0 . To evaluate Eq.~15!, the sum-
mation is decomposed into two terms: a direct numer
summation of all contributions due to interaction with mo
ecules in the firstNc coordination shells; an approxima
determination of the interaction energy with the more dist
molecules. Since the cutoff distance for the numerical su
mation is chosen to be at least 1.0 nm, computation of
long-range correction was simplified by the following a
sumptions: the electrostatic contribution from the molecu
shells is purely quadrupolar~details of the shell structure ar
irrelevant!; only theR26 parts of the intermolecular potentia
contribute and these can be translated from the interac
site to the molecular origin. The details are given in Appe
dix B. The thermodynamic energyE is determined by mini-
mizing W with respect to both the position of the atom
shells~because the environment has quadrupolar symme
the bond shell remains at the molecular origin! and the inter-
nuclear separation. The pressure and compressibility,k, are
given by

p52dE/dv52~4/3a2!dE/da, v5V/N5a3/4, ~17!

k215vd2E/dv25@~4/9a!d2E/da212p/3#21, ~18!

where the cell parametera is determined from Eq.~17! at
p5 1 atm. The differentiations in Eqs.~17! and~18! aretotal
derivatives, carried out under conditions that the energ
minimized with respect to the shell model variablesr andS.

The convergence conditions onr and S are that both
(]E/]r )/(]2E/]r 2) and (]E/]S)/(]2E/]S2) are,1.31027

nm. The convergence conditions on the parametrization
60.5 atm in the pressure,60.0001 kJ/mol in the energy an
6131028 atm21 in the compressibility. The reliability of
the assumptions used in estimating the long-range correc
factor can be determined by the sensitivity of the interm
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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lecular potential parameters to variation in the cutoff dis
tance. Varying the cutoff from 1 to 2 nm has almost no in
fluence on the parameters,, 0.7% overall; the results are
invariant for cutoffs greater than 1.5 nm. Thus our potentia
has been fully corrected for long range contributions to th
energy. It is exact~for our model! and does not depend on a
cutoff; put differently, the cutoff is̀ .

The site-site interaction potential Eq.~14! is a three pa-
rameter forms. Thermodynamic data on thea-phase can be
accommodated by any of the six basic interaction site mo
els. It can also be treated if we assume thatthere are no
shellsand that the intermolecular potential is simply the sum
of potentials that are functions of the distance betwee
atomic nuclei on different molecules or of the distance be
tween molecular centers. In the latter case the molecu
quadrupole is ignored~it cannot be modeled if the only in-
teraction sites are the nuclei and the bond center! and there is
no shell potential, and consequently no condensation induc
shift of the N2 stretching frequency.

All shell model interaction types exhibit the proper
qualitative behavior, a red shift upon condensation to th
solid phase; however, the numbers vary between 8 and
cm21, substantially smaller than the experimental value, 2
cm21. These shifts depend only on the extension of th
atomic shells, which expand;2.531024 nm during forma-
tion of the solid. The computed equilibrium bond length de
creases by,1025 nm. It is possible that the inability of our
shell model to better reproduce quantitatively the observe
redshift reflects the fact that in parametrizing the basic m
lecular model we assumed both electrical and mechanic
harmonicity of the shells, i.e. we ignored bond anharmonic
ity, hyperpolarizability~shell anharmonicity! and higher po-
larizability ~field gradients!; as noted, this limits the shell
model’s ability to account accurately for the influence o
intense charge sources at small intermolecular separatio
Changes inn depend on third and higher derivatives of the
potential, which are much less well determined than the p
tential function itself. Viewed from the perspective of the
effect of condensation on nitrogen’s vibrational frequenc
the shell model represents an improvement over ‘‘naked
interaction site models. Choosing among the variou
‘‘dressed’’ models requires consideration of other propertie

V. THE SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT, B(T)

Computation of the second virial coefficient,B(T), per-
mits discrimination between interaction site models. This
an attractive alternative to performing many~hundreds or
thousands! of ab initio calculations for various dimer
geometries.45 It is computationally much less intensive and
in accord with our general philosophy, uses experiment
data to set the potential’s parameters, thus being considera
more accurate.B(T) is given by the expression25

B~T!5
2NAv

4 E
0

`

R2 dRE
0

p

sin u1 du1E
0

p

sin u2 du2

3E
0

2p

dv @e2u~R,u1 ,u2 ,v!/kT21#, ~19!
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2279Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
whereR is the distance between the molecular centers,u i the
angle between the axis of molecule ‘‘i’’ and the intermolec
lar vectorR and v the dihedral angle between the plan
P1 andP2 defined by the axes of molecule ‘‘i’’ andR;46,25

u(R,u1 ,u2 ,v) is the pair potential andNAv is the Avogadro
number. Rigorous computation ofu(R,u1 ,u2 ,v) in the con-
text of the shell model requires minimizing both shell loc
tions and internuclear separations for each configurat
However, changes in bond length tend to be minimal.
computed u(R,u1 ,u2 ,v) in an adiabatic approximation
with intramolecular N-N separation held fixed. Shell po
tions were adjusted to minimize the total dimer energy. T
approximation was tested by comparing adiabatic and e
pair potentials for configurations in which the two N2 mol-
ecules are parallel. The only noticeable differences arose
large interaction energies, equivalent to temperatures. 2000
K, which contribute little in the experimental temperatu
range, 75,T,700 K.47,48B(T) was computed using a four
dimensional Gauss-Legendre integral quadrature. The
energy was minimized with respect to the 18 shell variab
using a conjugate gradient minimizer. The integration w
broken into two regions,, 0.5 nm and 0.5–1.5 nm and
long range correction formula~Appendix B! developed for
R. 1.5 nm. At higher temperatures the full procedure, mi
mization of u for a particular intermolecular configuration
and integration until convergence, required up to 3 minu
CPU time on a Silicon Graphics Indigo R4400.

Comparisons ofB(T) computed on the basis of differen
interaction site models are summarized in Figure 4. Only t

FIG. 4. Comparison of second virial coefficient,B(T), as computed on the
basis of various interaction site scenarios~see Table III and text! with ex-
perimental data over the accessible temperature range, 75,T,700 K. Only
type I and type II potentials are reasonable.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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of the possibilities tested provide good first approximation
interactions between the bond shells of the two molecul
~type I! or between the atomic shells of one molecule and th
bond shell of the other~type II!. Either yields results close to
the experimental values over the whole temperature rang
75–700 K, although there are some small discrepancies. F
interaction of type II,B(T) is always slightly too large. For
type I interaction, there is a crossover; at lowT,B(T) is too
large and at highT, too small. Other interaction schemes
including those ignoring the shells~not illustrated!, lead to
uniformly high predictions. This is very encouraging. The
shell model posits that the ‘‘non-classical’’ terms in the in
teraction potential should involve coupling between shell
Of the various schemes devised to account for the so
phase data, those that presumed the intermolecular contri
tion to couple the nuclei, either with one another or with th
shells, failed.

We then developed a six parameter form, mixing type
and type II coupling, to more accurately reproduce the viria
data. The results are summarized in Table IV and Figure
The Table contrasts the parameter sets for the type I, type
and mixed models. Although the parameters seem quite d
ferent, the potentials are not dissimilar as the value o
WLR , the coefficient of the long rangeR

26 term, makes evi-
dent. Type I and type II potentials differ by,9% and the
difference between either type I or type II potentials and th
‘‘mixed’’ model is ,6%. The Figure contrasts experimen

FIG. 5. Comparison of second virial coefficient,B(T), as computed on the
basis of type I, type II and mixed interaction site scenarios~see the text!
with experimental data over the accessible temperature range, 75,T,700
K; the experimental error bars are included. While type I and type II poten
tials are both reasonable, the mixed model reproduces the data precisel
within the experimental uncertainty.
TABLE IV. Parameters for Type I, II and ‘‘mixed’’ models.a

Interaction
type e I/K s I/nm a I eII /K sII /nm aII WLR /Knm

6

I 99.30 0.4201 11.533 ••• ••• ••• 21.138
II ••• ••• ••• 35.13 0.3833 10.485 21.042

Mixed 32.76 0.4531 11.51 32.00 0.3457 10.46 21.105

aWLR is the coefficient of the long range, continuum,R26 contribution to the pair interaction energy~see
Appendix B!.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2280 Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
with the computed values ofB(T). The 6 parameter mode
replicates the data perfectly. We might expect that the pot
tial should also include some type III interaction, betwe
the atomic shells on different molecules. However, as is e
dent from Figure 4, pure type III coupling cannot reprodu
B(T). Efforts to incorporate such a term, by assuming th
there should be combining rules relating the parameters
type I, II and III potentials~constrained to 6 independen
parameters!, were uniformly unsuccessful.

VI. APPLICATIONS

Of the three possible intermolecular potentials for nitr
gen, the ‘‘mixed’’ model reproducesB(T) perfectly; how-
ever, it has the drawback of having been slightly adjusted
fit the data. Is there any reason to believe that the mix
model is superior to either models I or II?

To address this question consider another low tempe
ture phase of nitrogen, the tetragonalg-phase, stable at low
temperature and at pressures between 3.6 and 20 kbar.36,49,50

There are two molecules per unit cell. The corner one
oriented along the face diagonal; the body molecule is o
ented perpendicular, but in the parallel plane. The symme
is such that N2 remains a linear quadrupole. At 20.5 K an
4015 atm the unit cell parameters area50.3957 nm,
c50.5109 nm, corresponding to ac/a ratio of 1.291.49,50The
total crystal energy is of the form of Eq.~15! but the coor-
dination shells reflect changed symmetry. Instead of be
concentric spheres, they are now concentric ellipsoids
revolution. There are two sets of molecular indices (i , j ,k):
the body sites@2l11,2m11,2n11# and the corner sites
[2 l ,2m,2n]. The Nth coordination shell is defined slightl
differently: there are two components, corner molecules
which N5( l 21m21n2) or body molecules for which
N5( l 21m21n2)1( l1m1n)11. The energy is decom-
posed into three contributions, an intramolecular shell rel
ation term, an exact summation reflecting the interaction o
central molecule with the firstNc coordination shells, and a
long range term describing the coupling to more distant m
ecules~see Appendix B!. The thermodynamic properties ca
be computed as before. For givena andc, shells and bonds
relax to minimize the energy; thec/a ratio is adjusted to
minimize the energy and the pressure is determined from
thermodynamic constraint, Eq.~17!. The result is

p52
2

3a2c Fa ]E

]a
1c

]E

]c G ~20!

05Fa ]E

]a
22c

]E

]c G . ~21!

Table V compares the consequences of the 3 differ
interaction schemes with experiment. Before discussing
results, it must be emphasized that the long range terms h
been carefully analyzed and accurately accounted for~see
Appendix B!. Our conclusions are unaltered if we treat an
where from 7 to 25 coordinate shells exactly. This is impo
tant because the effects that are being studied, the differe
between the thermodynamic properties of the two phases,
extremely small. The most striking conclusion is that neith
type I nor type II interaction schemes predicts a phase tr
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subject
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sition, while the ‘‘mixed’’ potential, the one which exactly
reproducedB(T), does. For interaction of type I, the
a-phase is predicted to be the stable form at all pressure
Both Ha,Hg and va,vg ; compressing the system only
accentuates the stability of thea-phase. For type II interac-
tion, theg-phase is always more stable; both inequalities a
reversed. However, for the ‘‘mixed’’ model, a new feature
emerges. Atp50, the a-phase is more stable,Ha,Hg .
However, the g-phase has the smaller molar volume
va.vg ; increasing the pressure favors theg-phase. There is
a phase transition at;10 kbar. While the transition pressure
is about three times that which is observed, the only oth
nitrogen intermolecular potential that reproduces this pha
transition was specially parametrized to fit theP-V curve of
thea-phase.51 To our knowledge, potentials applicable ove
a wide PVT domain have not successfully simulated thi
transition. In analyzing the phase transition, the importanc
of properly treating the long range contributions to the en
thalpy cannot be emphasized too strongly; the computed a
estimated experimental transition enthalpies are small a
comparable to the size of the long range contributions at t
shorter cutoff. In addition to the natural appearance of
phase transition, the calculations using the ‘‘mixed’’ potentia
provide reasonable estimates of the heat and volume of tra
sition at p51 atm, although these numbers can only b
roughly estimated. Our computed value of the anisotrop
ratio c/a is 4% too high; the calculated values fora andc
are good, 1.3% too small and 2.7% too large respectively.

Using the ‘‘mixed’’ potential we simulated the liquid at a
density and temperature corresponding to its normal~1 atm!
boiling point, 0.8081 g/cm3 and 77.35 K. Two 20 ps simula-
tions were performed with a modified version of the
GROMACS52 molecular dynamics simulation package. The
simulation parameters are summarized in Table VI. Bot
were carried out at constant volume and temperature w
controlled using the Berendsen coupling method.53 As in the
case of the solid phases, the shell variables had to be tigh
minimized at each MD step. Our measure is the quanti
Dx, defined as

Dx5A 1

3N(
i

3N S f iki D
2

, ~22!

wheref i is the force on a shell andki51/a i the correspond-
ing force constant; there are 3N terms in the sum since each
molecule contains three shells. Heref i is the norm of the
force acting on the ith shell. The average displacement of t

TABLE V. Some properties of theg-phase atp51 bar.

Interaction
type DHa→g ~kJ/mol! Dva→g ~cm3/mol! c/a

I 10.235 10.323 1.360
II 20.158 20.611 1.339

Mixed 10.103 20.066 1.345

Experiment 10.059a 20.165b 1.291c

aComputed fromDv at triple point~Ref. 11! and transition pressure at 0 K.
bReference 66.
cReferences 36, 49, and 50.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2281Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
shells from the position of zero force is thus smaller th
Dx. Just as in the case of the solid phases the toleranc
small, 1.031027 nm. Simulations I and II differed only in
the value of the temperature coupling constant, 0.05 ps
0.5 ps respectively.

Since a 0.9 nm cutoff was used, long range correctio
to the energy and the pressure are significant. The exp
sions are given in Appendix B. The results of our simulatio
are summarized in Figure 6 and Table VII. The statistic
uncertainties quoted are estimated by the sub-aver
method.46 Figure 6 compares our pair correlation functio
with experiment;54 there are slight differences in the pea
heights and the slope of the first peak, and the experime
g(r ) exhibits some additional structure near the first pe
and first minimum. While theory and experiment are ess
tially superposable to within the experimental uncertainty
is most likely that the first peak should exhibit some asy
metry due to molecular size effect,14,54suggesting a possible
limitation of our potential, some of which may reflect th
neglect of quantum corrections.55 In particular, we would
expectg(r ) to be somewhat smaller at the maxima. There
little difference betweeng(r ) in the two simulations. Simu-

TABLE VI. Parameters of the liquid simulation.

Number of molecules 216
Cube length 2.3163 nm

Time of equilibration 8a or 10b ps
Time of data collection 20 ps

Time step 0.5 fs
Cutoff radius 0.9 nm

SHAKE tolerance 1.031028 nm
Shell tolerance (Dx) 1.031027 nm

Temperature coupling constant 0.05a or 0.5b ps

aSimulation I.
bSimulation II.

FIG. 6. Comparison of N-N~atom-atom! radial distribution function as
computed in simulations I~dotted line! and II ~dashed line! with experiment
~solid line! ~Ref. 54!. The experimental structure between 0.25 and 0.3 nm
an artifact. That observed near the first peak~0.4 nm! and the first minimum
~0.55 nm! is not reproduced by our simulations and may reflect deficienc
of our model potential function and the neglect of quantum corrections~Ref.
55!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103Downloaded¬21¬Oct¬2002¬to¬130.238.37.97.¬Redistribution¬subject
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lated and experimentalg(r )’s are in phase, suggesting that
the repulsive interactions have been realistically modeled54

We have estimated the occupancy of the first and seco
coordination shells by integrating the area under the first a
second coordination peaks; differences between simulati
and experiment are small. The mean pressures in the t
runs are 0.124 and 0.056 kbar respectively. The enthalpy
vaporization is computed as

DHvap5U~ liq!1pV~ liq!2U~gas!2pV~gas!

5Epot~ liq!1pV~ liq!2Epot~gas!2nRT ~23!

where nitrogen vapor is presumed to behave as an ideal g
Two quantum corrections have been included. The first a
counts for the vibrational shift between the gas phaseve and
the experimental liquid phase frequency,230.9 cm21;56 it
contributes10.185 kJ/mol toDHvap. The second treats the
low frequency phonon spectrum of the liquid, which, ex
trapolated from measurements at 122 K and 87.3 K,57 we
estimate to peak at;63 cm21 at the boiling point, 77.35 K;
this contributes20.073 kJ/mol toDHvap. In addition, the
liquid state energies have been extrapolated to 1 bar; sin
(]U/]p)T5V(pkT2Tap), using the experimental values of
kT and ap

58 the extrapolation contributes20.179 and
20.082 kJ/mol to simulations I and II respectively. Thus
corrected, the twoDHvap values differ, 0.6 kJ/mol from
experiment. The long range contribution is again significan
20.339 kJ/mol,;6% of the total heat of transition.

To show that our potential function describes more tha
just bulk thermodynamic properties, we computed the se
diffusion coefficient~a measure of spatial correlation! and
the dielectric constant~a measure of angular correlation!.
The molecular diffusion coefficient,D, was computed from
the slope of the average mean square displacement of
molecular center; the statistical uncertainty in this result ha
been estimated as;617%.59 An alternate estimate ofD is
found from the velocity autocorrelation function; the two
sets of results are in good agreement. The dielectric const
is computed by averaging the form of the statistical mechan
cal Clausius-Mossotti equation applicable to non-pola
molecules60,61

is

s

TABLE VII. Summary of liquid simulations.

I II Experiment

r ~g/cm3! 0.808123 0.808123 0.8081
T ~K! 77.2660.06 76.9460.20 77.35
p̄ ~kbar! 0.12460.013 0.05660.010 0.001
Da ~cm2/s! 2.8531025 2.3531025 2.631025 b

Dc ~cm2/s! 2.7131025 2.2231025 2.631025 b

DHvap ~kJ/mol! 26.033 26.155 25.569d

e 1.453 1.453 1.433d

Occupancy, 1st shell 6.5 6.5 6.75
Occupancy, 2nd shell 21.8 21.8 22.0

aD from mean square displacement.
bReference 67.
cD from velocity autocorrelation function.
dReference 58.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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e21

e12
5
4pra

3
1

4pr

9NkT
@^M2&2^M &2#, ~24!

whereM is the total dipole moment at each step of the sim
lation andN the number of molecules in the simulation.
non-polar fluids such as liquid nitrogen, the polarizabil
provides the major contribution to the dielectric rat
(e21)/(e12) and the fluctuation term (;3.5% of the total!
is only a small correction. The computed values of bothD
ande are in excellent accord with experiment. Our potent
function is reliable over a wide range of temperature a
density, and accounts for correlation phenomena.

VII. COMPARISON WITH AB INITIO RESULTS

Van der Avoird28,62 has carried out extensiveab initio
studies of N2 , developing an intermolecular potential an
using it to compute the virial coefficient and properties of t
low temperature solid phases. Our potential differs fro
theirs in a number of respects. The data are contraste
Table VIII. Quantum calculations indicate that the lowe
energy state of the dimer is the ‘‘cross’’ conformation, fo
lowed by ‘‘parallel,’’ ‘‘tee’’ and ‘‘linear’’; 28 our potential ex-
hibits different ordering, stabilization energies and interm
lecular separations. Except for the ‘‘tee’’ the energies a
intermolecular separations are quite different. Our stabili
tion energies are half as large and theR values are not as
variable. However, theab initio potential, when used to com
pute thermodynamic properties, requires significant sca
of the repulsive overlap terms to fit the virial data or
account for thermodynamic properties of thea phase.62 This
modifiedab initio potential is phase transferable. It accoun
for B(T), the phonon frequencies of botha and g phases
and the energy, density and compressibility of thea phase. It
correctly identifies thea phase as the low pressure phase,
it does not predict the phase transition, even if the latt
parameters of theg phase are fit to experimental data at p51
atm;DHa→g is far too large. Being a numerical potential,
did not lend itself to liquid state simulations.

Can any conclusions be drawn from these consid
ations? Most immediately, we see thatab initio quantum
studies, even done with immense refinement, still do not
equately describe interacting nitrogen molecules. Only a
an empirical modification do they reproduce thermodynam
behavior. Little can then be concluded about the differen
between our empirical potential function and either the
modified or the modified quantum results. Possibly the m
reasonable observation is the one we presented as a rati

TABLE VIII. Low energy conformations of the N2 dimer.

Conformation

Ab initioa Shell model

DEstab/kJ mol
21 R/nm DEstab/kJ mol

21 R/nm

‘‘cross’’ 21.5 0.36 20.8 0.41
‘‘parallel’’ 21.3 0.37 20.6 0.42
‘‘tee’’ 21.0 0.41 21.1 0.43
‘‘linear’’ 20.2 0.52 20.1 0.47

aReference 28.
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for our kind of modeling: a more reliable potential can ofte
be found by fitting to experimental data than byab initio
computations.

VIII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

We have presented a generalizable approach to the
velopment of phase transferable effective intermolecular p
tentials and applied the method to the study of N2 . The
method is based upon construction of a shell model descr
tion of the isolated molecule using experimental data to e
tablish the parameters. Modeling the Ne dimer demonstra
that this is a conceptual advance over point polarizabili
treatments. When applied to N2 we obtain a parametrization
that accurately describes not only the electrostatic field s
rounding the molecule~i.e. a practical representation of the
molecular charge distribution! but also the isolated mol-
ecule’s response to electrical and mechanical stress~polariza-
tion and deformation!. Nitrogen is described by means o
five charge centers: the nuclei, two atomic shells and a bo
shell. The shells are bound to their respective nuclei
means of polarization springs. As the molecular model acc
rately accounts for both polarization and electrostatics, t
purely intermolecular part of our potential function is no
biased by errors in our treatment of the molecule. We fin
that the intermolecular terms should be based upon sh
shell interactions, consistent with our identification of th
shells as representations of the molecular charge distributi
These intermolecular terms are parametrized by fitting pro
erties of the low temperature solid phase of nitrogen. A pa
ticular interaction scheme, coupling the bond shells with o
another and with the other molecule’s atomic shells yields
phase transferable potential able to account for the seco
virial coefficient of the gas phase, the pressure induced ph
transition between nitrogen’s cubic and tetragonal phas
and a wide range of liquid properties~pair distribution func-
tion, heat of vaporization, self-diffusion coefficient and d
electric constant!.

Our potential is based on a molecular description wi
separable atomic and bond contributions. The purely inte
molecular terms involve interaction between shells on diffe
ent molecules. We plan to apply the same general appro
to constructing effective potentials for O2 and NO, first to
see how our decompositional scheme can be applied to ot
molecules and then to determine if the atomic shell behav
of N in N2 and O in O2 are transferable to the treatment o
NO. The same general procedure can be applied to the
velopment of potential functions for H2O and HF. This pro-
vides a critical test of the method, since the treatment
dipolar molecules requires substantial elaboration of the b
sic approach. Finally, it is clear that our method for descri
ing the molecular charge distribution naturally decompos
into atomic and bond contributions. This suggests that larg
molecules~such as hydrocarbons! should be easily described
by an extension of the method, constructing the potent
function for the molecule by means of transferable comp
nents.
, No. 6, 8 August 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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APPENDIX A: SHELL MODEL EQUATIONS

Equations~9!–~13! define the shell potential and esta
lish the basic set of shell parameters consistent with the
lecular data seta i ,a' ,Ro ,kvib ,M4 andM16. The shell po-
tential energy, Eq.~9!, is minimized with respect to the she
displacements. At equilibrium, in the absence of an exte
field, the charges are collinear; the bond shell is not
placed and the atomic shells are displaced a distancez exte-
rior to the nuclei. Minimization with respect toz yields

z/aa1~11s!~ f2Df 8!/D212s~d222w8!1D222v850,
~A1!

where we have divided byqa
2 and suppressed the identifyin

subscripts onf shld,wa2b and vb2b ; the arguments of th
three functions areD5R2z,d5R/22z and D5R22z
52d respectively ands[qb /(2qa). R is always evaluated
at the equilibrium bond length,Ro andz at the equilibrium
shell displacement,zeq. Minimizing with respect toR yields

2s2R/ab2~11s!2/R212~11s!~ f2Df 8!/

D222s~d222w8!2D221v850. ~A2!

Analogous to the expression forM4 , Eq. ~8!, that for the
hexadecapole moment is

M165qbS
42qaz~R1z!~R212Rz12z2!. ~A3!

The expressions determininga i anda' are complex. With
the field perpendicular to the molecular axis,E' , the atomic
shells are displaced an equal amount,x, while the bond shel
is displaced byxo . Minimizing the energy, subtracting ou
the constraint determiningzeq, Eq. ~A1!, we obtain the si-
multaneous equations

~a'2b'!x1b'xo5E' /qa

b'x1~c2b'!xo5sE' /qa

where

a'5aa
211~11s!~ f2Df 8!/D3

b'52s~d222w8!/d

c54s2/ab .

Since

a'5~2qax1qbxo!/E' ,
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we find that

a'5
2@s2a'2~11s!2b'1c#

a'c2b'~a'1c!
. ~A4!

With the field parallel to the molecular axis,Ei , the atomic
shells are displaced an equal amount,y, while the bond shell
is displaced byyo . Shell 1 is now at2z1y and shell 2 at
z1y. After minimizing the energy and subtracting Eq.~A1!,
the result is

~ai1bi!y2biyo5Ei /qa

2biy1~c1bi!yo5sEi /qa

where

ai5aa
2122~11s!~ f2Df 81D2f 9/2!/D3

bi52s~2/d31w9!

c54s2/ab .

Since

a i5~2qay1qbyo!/Ei ,

we find that

a i5
2@s2ai1~11s!2bi1c#

aic1bi~ai1c!
. ~A5!

The final constraint is that determiningkvib ; this requires
computingd2Ushell/dR

2 subject to the condition that the po-
tential energy function is always minimized with respect t
the shell displacements. The result is

kvib5d2U/dR25]2U/]R22~]2U/]R]z!2/~]2U/]z2!,
~A6!

where

]2U/]R25qa
2@2s2/ab12~11s!2/R324~11s!~ f2Df 8

1D2f 9/2!/D31s~2/d31w9!12D231v9#

]2U/]R]z5qa
2@8~11s!~ f2Df 81D2f 9/2!/D3

22s~2/d31w9!22D232v9#

]2U/]z25qa
2@2/aa28~11s!~ f2Df 81d2f 9/2!/D3

14s~2/d31w9!18D2314v9#.

The seven defining equations@~8! and~A1!–~A6!# have been
displayed in their full generality. However, as indicated in
Section III, we presume both thatf shld[1 and thatva2a[0
and thus that all their derivatives are zero. Limiting ourselve
to determination ofw8 andw9 in the stable configuration,
whered5Ro/21zeq, establishes the shell parameters.

APPENDIX B: LONG RANGE CORRECTIONS

Treatment of the long range contributions to the energ
is critical for all calculations: parameter determination an
thermodynamics. The potentials all contain three fundame
tal intermolecular terms: short range core, long range ele
trostatic, and long range dispersion. At the cutoff distance
we will be using,. 1 nm, the core terms are insignificant.
This is not true of the electrostatic and dispersion contribu
3, No. 6, 8 August 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2284 Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
tions. However, at large intermolecular separations the m
ecule can be treated as a single force center with all inter
lecular contributions translated to the molecular origin~the
midpoint of the bond!. The validity of the assumption can b
tested by seeing if results are sensitive to variation of
cutoff distance.

The interaction energy between a pair of molecules se
rated by more thanRc , the cutoff distance, has the form25

uLR50.75Q2F~u1 ,u2 ,v!/R51WLR /R
6 ~B1!

F~u1 ,u2 ,v!5125 sin2u125 sin2u2117 sin2u1 sin
2u2

12 cos2u1 cos
2u2 cos

2v

216 sinu1 sin u2 cosu1 cosu2 cosv ~B2!

with u1 ,u2 andv defined as discussed in Section V.Q is the
quadrupole moment, which, due to shell interaction,
slightly different in condensed phases than in the gas ph
and F is the angular factor for the interaction of a pair
quadrupoles;WLR is the dispersion contribution to the inte
molecular shell potential. For Buckingham type potentia
Eq. ~14!, this has the form

WLR52 f typees6/~126/a!; ~B3!

the multiplicity factor f type accounts for the number of inter
action site pairs for the potential of interest. It equals 4
cept for type I and type V interactions~see Table III!, where
it is 1 and 8 respectively. The long range correction must
computed separately for each phase.

At sufficiently large intermolecular separations the exp
nential in Eq.~19! can be expanded in Taylor series and t
first two terms kept; the correction to the virial coefficien
BLR(T), is simply

BLR~T!5
NAv

4kTERc
`

R2 dRE
0

p

sin u1 du1E
0

p

sinu2 du2

3E
0

2p

dv uLR~R,u1 ,u2 ,v!. ~B4!

The result is

BLR~T!5
pNAv

kT
@3Q2/2Rc

212WLR/3Rc
3#. ~B5!

In the solid phases the molecules’ relative orientation
not random and simple angle averaging is incorrect. If
cutoff is large enough so that the pair correlation function
the solid,g(r1 ,r2), approaches its long range value of 1, t
continuum approximation to Eq.~15! is

ULR~Rc!50.5E
Rc

`

R2 dRE
0

p

sin x dxE
0

2p

df r uLR~R,x,f!

~B6!

wherer is the number density anduLR the long range con-
tribution to the energy, given by Eqs.~B1! and~B2!. Both the
cutoff distance and the number density are related to the
constanta, r54/a3 andRc5aA(Nc/2). Specifically exhibit-
ing the dependence on the cell constant is imperative in o
to properly treat the volume dependence. This procedur
identical to the volume scaling used to determine the viria
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statistical mechanics.63 Integration of theR26 term is trivial;
handling the quadrupolar term is more difficult because ea
x and f defined by the structural sublattices of the
a-phase determine specific values ofu1 ,u2 andv. Corner
and face sites of the fcc lattice must be treated separately.
the corners we find thatu15p/22x,u25p/22x and
v50, and the factorFcorner of Eq. ~B2! reduces to

Fcorner53230 cos2x135cos4x ~B7!

which averages to 0. Analysis of the three face sublattices
more cumbersome; quadrupolar interaction again contribut
nothing to the long range correction. A typical factor is

F face5125cos2x2~5217cos2x!~cos2x12

3sin2x cos2v!/312 sin2x~sin2x12

3cos2x cos2v!/3216sin2x cos2x~122 cos2v!/3.

~B8!

The long-range correction for the cubica-phase is

ULR5
8pWLR

3a3Rc
3 , Rc5aA~Nc/2!. ~B9!

For the tetragonal phase the analog to Eq.~A12! is

ULR~Rc!50.5E
cN

`

dzE
r ~z!

`

r dr E
0

2p

df r uLR~z,r ,f!

~B10!

where the density is nowr52/(a2c) and the ellipsoidal cut-
off envelope is defined byr (z)5A@N2a22z2a2/c2#. Trans-
forming to spherical coordinates this becomes

ULR~Rc!50.5E
0

p

sin x dxE
R~x!

`

R2

3dRE
0

2p

df r uLR~R,x,f! ~B11!

whereR(x)5Nac/A@a2cos2x1c2sin2x# and Eqs.~B1! and
~B2! determineuLR . The arguments ofF, Eq. ~B2!, again
depend onx andf. For the body and corner sites we find
the following expressions:

Fbody58224sin2x119sin4x216sin2x cos2x

Fcorner52415 sin2x112sin2x sin2f217sin4x sin2f

118sin2x cos2x sin2f.

The quadrupolar terms average to zero (R integration pre-
cedesx integration! with the result

ULR5
pWLR

2Nc
3 F 1

a4c2
1

2

3a2c4
1
sin21v

a5cv G , v5A~12a2/c2!.

~B12!

In the liquid phase the long range corrections to the e
ergy and pressure can be estimated if we assume the cuto
large enough so thatg(r1 ,r2) can be approximated by its
long range value of 1. While it is clear from the data o
Figure 6 that this condition is not completely satisfied at th
0.9 nm cutoff, most of the structure in g~ r1 , r2) has been
damped out. The energy correction can be determined
3, No. 6, 8 August 1995ct¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2285Jordan et al.: Phase transferable potential functions
combining the arguments leading to Eqs.~B6! and~B4!; the
resulting correction to the energy per particle is

ULR~Rc!52pr@3Q2/4Rc
21WLR/3Rc

3#. ~B13!

Similarly, the long range correction to the pressure can
evaluated from standard expressions;64 the result is

pLR~Rc!5pr2@5Q2/2Rc
214WLR/3Rc

3#. ~B14!
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